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Abstract
Developing an Impact Assessment of Local Air Quality as a Result of Biomass Burns
Cody Natoni Sifford
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Indroneil Ganguly
School of Environmental and Forest Sciences
Forest operations in the Pacific Northwest produce a large amount of harvest
residues, known as harvest slash, commonly collected, piled and burned in prescribed
fires. These prescribed slash burns provide a source of emissions, which affect local and
regional air quality with potential negative impacts on human health. While most
environmental assessments of biofuels are focused on the impact on global warming,
very few studies have considered the impact on local air quality related to human health
impacts as a result of slash pile burning. Alternative solutions have been proposed to
recover woody biomass residues for the production of biofuels. The aim of this study is to
calculate the avoided impact on human health as a result of recovering biomass instead of
burning it in prescribed fires.
The thesis project is structured in five main sections: i) evaluation of biomass
supply, through the Washington State Biomass Calculator; ii) piles modeling, including
sizes, shapes and distributions; iii) calculation of slash pile emissions through Bluesky
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Playground online tool; iv) evaluation of pollutants concentrations in air, based on
AIRPACT chemical transport and interaction models, and v) calculation of the potential
human intake and impacted populations and comparison of the concentrations with the
EPA and WHO air quality standards. The area of study is represented by three
timbersheds in Southwestern Washington and the burn period is 29 days.
The results show a deterioration in air quality in the direct vicinity of the pile burns
mainly caused by PM2.5 and PM10. On some of the burn days, depending on the amount
of slash burned and the weather conditions, particulate matter emitted from the slash
burns, travel great distances away from the burn locations reaching densely populated
areas such as Seattle and Tacoma, in addition to impacting smaller communities. The
results also demonstrate, that as a result of the pile burns the particulate matter
concentrations in the air exceeded critical air quality thresholds on some of the days,
surpassing EPA’s “very unhealthy” air quality standards. Additionally, results show that
existing poor air quality and specific weather conditions significantly contributed to
deterioration of the air quality, as a result of slash burns. On a day with poor weather
conditions, the air pollution resulting from similar volume of slash pile burns can get
magnified several times, leading to 10 to 100 times increase in adverse human health
impact.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1 Prescribed burn in response to increased wildfires
1.1.1 Wildfire in the western United States
In 2014-2015, Washington State experienced the largest wildfires in its history.
Record setting burned area was first set in the fire season of 2014 with about 386,000
acres, only to be almost tripled in 2015 with over 1 million acres burned (National
Interagency Fire Center 2014). Current research predicts an increase in wildfires with
much of this to the changing climate (Little et al. 2010; Westerling et al. 2006). Earlier
spring snowmelts create drier summer/fall forest conditions and drought-induced tree
stress leads to favorable fire conditions. In addition to changing climate stresses,
historical fire suppression has led to overgrown-stressed forest conditions. Humancaused change of the natural fire regime in the past has led to overgrown western forest
systems (Agee 1993). The combination of changing climate and past forest management
practices has created the wildfire conditions of the present. Changing climate with earlier
spring snow melt, warmer summer days and historical wildfire suppression has led to
western forests being prone to more large scale fires (Little et al. 2010; Westerling et al.
2006). Large-scale wildfires emit a significant amount smoke and can be a main
contributor to poor air quality during burning seasons. Wildfire smoke is a serious health
risk and accounts for an average mortality rate of 339,000 globally (Johnston et al. 2012).
Other impacts of large-scale wildfires include habitat loss and poor water quality from
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increased rain run-off post fire. Economic losses are great if the forest is utilized for
timber or other products such as Tribal lands in which timber can be an important source
of revenue.

1.1.2 Forest management in responses to increased wildfire
In order to reduce the impacts from future large-scale fires, various forest
management techniques have been implemented. One common forest management
technique includes “thinning” to remove understory ladder fuels and reduce tree
competition (Agee et al. 2005). While this is an effective method, it requires a sizeable
work force and offers little initial financial (assuming no tree harvest) return besides
reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfire damage to the area. Thinning is often
performed in areas of major concern such as near towns and areas where thinning could
be beneficial in creating fire breaks areas such as around roads. This technique is often
more successful when implemented in tandem with other methods (Loudermilk et al.
2014). Prescribed burning is another tool that is used by forest managers to reduce ladder
fuels and mimic a more natural occurring, beneficial, small-scale fire. Prescribed burning
can be ecologically beneficial and create a more natural environment where fire
suppression has altered the natural forest structure (Clewell et al. 2013).

Timber

harvesting is another effective management technique that can also offer significant
financial gain. Removal and harvest of trees in an overgrown forest can reduce tree
competition for resources. Although there are some controversial harvest techniques
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such as clear-cutting that can have detrimental habitat impacts, responsible and
sustainable harvest techniques can improve overall forest health.
Timber harvest can generate significant revenue in some cases. For example,
various Tribes in the Western United States partially rely on the revenue brought in from
natural resource products such as timber. Not only do forest management techniques
provide financial benefits for these tribes but it also reduces the risk of catastrophic wild
fire that can impact future generations that rely on the forests.

1.1.3 Slash piles collection and burning
Current approaches used to mitigate large-scale wildfires include forest
management techniques such as thinning or timber harvesting in order to reduce fuel
loads (Agee 1996; Agee et al. 2005). These operations result in residual biomass being
left in the forest or at the landing site as slash piles. There has been much research related
to slash piles as a result of harvest or forest management operations. Piling of biomass is
a common practice and occurs in several situations such as when material that is nonmerchantable arrives at a harvest landing area and it is piled for burning, collection or
decomposition. Creation of piles by hand as opposed to machinery often occurs when
thinning techniques are utilized within a forest where a fire management plan is used to
reduce fuel loads (Agee 1996). The residual slash piles can contain various types of
biomass, depending on what is usable for sale and transport. Slash piles can vary in size
and composition depending on the harvest techniques such as skidder or cable yarding.
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The residual slash piles can be composed of bark, stumps, tops, limbs, or logs. Some
piles can contain soil which is introduced with the type of piling method such as
mechanical which can have more soil or hand piling which can contain less soil (Hardy
1996). These variables influence how much smoke and other chemicals are released
when the slash piles are burned.
Piles that are left in the forest without being burned deteriorate and decompose
over time. In a wildfire scenario, if these slash piles are engulfed in a wildfire, piles can
become ignition sources that can start additional wildfires by emitting embers. If slash
piles are caught in a wildfires’ path, overall smoke emissions are then increased because
of the addition of large piles to the burn. Piles are often burned during low fire activity
seasons to reduce the amount of smoke and possibility of igniting wildfires. Common
residual pile burning occurs in the wetter months, often in winter to reduce the chance of
uncontrolled spreading of fire. In some states, it is required to burn the piled residual
slash material at some point in time in order to remove the piles from the area.
Improvement of the current systems that are in place for choosing burn time
frames is essential in order to adapt to the changing air quality. For example, if a date is
chosen for pile burning that coincides with a poor air quality day, either from
anthropogenic or non-anthropogenic sources, then the impacts can be extremely
detrimental. A better decision system tool may need to be created and implemented in
order to avoid these types of poor air quality situations. The results of creating an impact
assessment of biomass pile burning could inform policy makers of the potential impacts
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and assist in creating a better regulation system to improve air quality and lower impacts.

1.2 Environmental issues of slash pile burning
While residual pile burning is a popular method for disposing of slash material
left in the forest, prescribed burning of woody biomass in forests is a major contributing
source of air pollution. Slash pile burning can be a controlled process and reduce largescale wildfires, but burning the piles also emits chemicals and particulate matter into the
atmosphere, which can adversely affect local and regional air quality with acute negative
impacts on human health at the local levels (Schwartz 1991; Pope 1989, 1991).
Burning biomass releases many chemicals into the air but the main harmful
pollutants produced include particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon
dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), non-methane organic compounds (NMOC)
(Reisen et al. 2015). Human health impacts are a major concern when discussing biomass
smoke emissions. Exposure to air pollution has been found to have an adverse impact on
human health (Durán et al. 2015; Schwartz 1991; Pope 1989, 1991) and varies depending
on current health, the exposure timeframe, and particulate concentration levels (Dockery
et al. 1994). Sensitive populations are the most impacted and include people with asthma
or lung related ailments, the elderly, pregnant women, and children. Short-term
exposures can cause difficulty breathing and contribute to decrease in lung function
(Hope 2005). It can also aggravate existing health issues such as asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Long-term exposure can lead to an increase in
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hospital visits and possible death. Poor air quality has been a rising concern with growing
populations and increased large-scale wildfires.

1.2.1 Air quality regulation
The Clean Air Act was
passed in 1970, last amended in
1990, required the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to set National
Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS). These include
primary standards that were
created to protect “sensitive”
populations including the

Table 1. Historical EPA guideline updates
http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/naaqs/standards/pm/s_pm_history.html.

elderly, children, and those
with respiratory illness.
Secondary standards were set
for general public welfare and
the environment (EPA 2012).
Densely populated
Table 2. Revisions to the air quality index (EPA 2012).
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regions around the world have updated their air quality standards over the years in order
to reflect new research and to address worsening air quality. The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has updated air quality standards several times due to advances
in research since 1971, Table 1.
Recent changes to the EPA air quality standards are shown in Table 2. These
recently updated health guidelines for PM are used for this research. The World Health
Organization PM guideline was also utilized in this research (WHO 2013). These
guidelines are continuously being updated as more research is conducted involving the
impact of air pollution on human health, as seen in the revisions since 1971. Research in
this area is becoming more important due to an increase in anthropogenic sources of
pollution (vehicle exhaust, industry, etc.) but also non-anthropogenic sources such as
emissions from wild fires.

1.3 Alternative use of woody biomass
Residual biomass that is the result of forest management activities often gets
burned during the later wet months of the year or is left in the management area until the
resources are available to burn which can often take years. An alternative to burning is to
collect the residual biomass and utilize it to create products or energy. Most of the
products created are related to heat or fuel uses due to the combustible properties of the
dried woody debris. Products such as wood pellets are often a viable option for heating
uses and this is a common option for woody biomass utilization. Within some industries
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that process wood, residuals are often used as “hog fuel” to be burnt for heat or energy
generation as opposed to using coal or electricity from the grid. Unfortunately, due to the
current cost and structure, much of the available biomass in the forest is not collected for
industry use and is left to be burnt in piles within the forest management areas.
Other utilization of residual biomass would be extremely beneficial and using the
material as a bioenergy source would decrease the emissions associated with pile burning
while providing an alternative to fossil fuels (Oneil et al. 2010). Offsetting fossil fuels
with residual biomass that is otherwise burnt and/or wasted can greatly reduce emissions
(Lippke et al. 2012). The Northwest Advanced Renewables Alliance (NARA)
https://nararenewables.org/ is a group of universities, government and private
organizations that are conducting research related to the use of residual biomass for
aviation bio-fuel and other useful co-products. Residual slash that is commonly burnt
and wasted, emitting harmful chemicals, can be an attractive source if it is retrieved and
then converted into a profitable fuel product created from a renewable resource.
Retrieval and conversion to bio-fuel can be an alternative to slash pile burning that will
avoid emissions while reducing the impact on global warming and human health. NARA
affiliates are conducting research in many fields related to the creation of bio-jet fuel.
The NARA research includes conducting a detailed Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) to
evaluate the environmental impacts from utilizing residual biomass to create bio-jet fuel.
LCA has become an accepted method for assessing the environmental impacts of product
creation (Puettmann et al. 2010). The proposed methods of bio-jet fuel creation from
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residual biomass will carry their own environmental impacts as defined by the LCA
research such as emissions from fuel use in transportation or energy use in production.
This research fits into the related NARA LCA research as it describes an avoided impact
of residual slash pile burning when the biomass is collected and used for bio-jet fuel
production. For this project, 3 timbersheds in Southwestern Washington state were
designated as harvest areas where the biomass volume was estimated. Five years of
biomass from timber harvesting was modeled although 1 year was chosen for the air
pollution analysis which amounted to a volume of ~800,000 tons of biomass harvested
from the 3 specified timbersheds.

1.4 Literature review
1.4.1 Biomass supply
There are numerous forest inventory models and databases available, each with
their respective strengths towards a specific application. The Washington Department of
Natural Resources' (DNR) Forest Biomass Supply Assessment project (Perez-Garcia et
al. 2012) is a database for estimating biomass in Washington State using market research,
FVS, and GIS methods. The biomass supply estimate is produced by classifying the
forest biomass by aspects such as land ownership, ecosystem types and then applying
cost considerations to the estimations. The project team used an existing forest
inventory, created land stratifications, and then applied harvest simulation methods to
estimate biomass. Harvest modeling was conducted using the Forest Vegetation
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Simulator (FVS) and existing plot inventory. This assessment created a biomass
availability database based on existing inventory, FVS and GIS methods, and economic
variables. While the research interest was not focused on the use of the biomass after
collection, the biomass availability projection model served as a primary tool for the
current study research.
Adams et al. (2002) methods yield projections for privately owned lands in Oregon
using data from the Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program. The FIA study was
conducted on private lands due to the large reduction in harvest volume on public lands.
In comparison to earlier studies, a marketing simulation was included to project market
demands. The inventory data utilized was based on 1995-1997 surveys. Current forest
management techniques are assessed in order to fit future practices into projections.
Additionally, modeling for growth and harvest are needed to project future availability
and collection regimes for biomass. The findings of the study reveal that there is not a
large variation in projections from previous work conducted. While this study is very
involved with marketing dynamics and modeling forest inventory, residual biomass and
the use of biomass was not a focus and residual burning or emissions were not considered
in FIA research. Additionally, the research primarily focused on parts of Oregon as
opposed to an inventory that is targeted towards Washington State.
The Gray et al. (2005) inventory report includes statistics for Washington state
forested areas updated from the 1990 inventory data. According to the study, a volume
decrease of 2.6 billion cubic feet can mostly be attributed to land use changes. Updates
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to the inventory from past inventory include spatial land and water acreage as well as
land definitions. Again, residual biomass was not a focus and therefore the use of the
biomass, whether burned or collected, was not assessed.
Additional related inventory work conducted by Adams et al. (2007) is similar in
inventory modeling and methods. The study included the private lands in the states of
Washington and Oregon. Similar to the past study, inventory data for the sites, forest
management practices, land ownership changes, and models for projections of forest
growth and harvest scenarios were essential. Yields were created using a variation of the
Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) (Dixon 2002). The inventory data used was updated
to the base year of 2003 by projecting up to that point from previous inventory data. The
change in forest area was projected by using the same trends as the past except at a lower
rate. The trend resulting in a decrease in area was attributed to development and private
ownership sale. Similar to past studies conducted (Gray et al. 2005; Adams et al. 2002)
the projections do not result in large differences compared to past study projections.
Similar to the past studies, residual biomass was not a focus and therefore the use of the
biomass was not a part of the research goals.
Wright et al. (2010) introduced methods for estimating biomass volume similar to
Hardy (1996) although hand piles were assessed directly. The study measured 121 hand
piles and included measurements for weight, size, and shape of the piles. Building from
the upon the research of Hardy (1996), the researchers created additional steps in order to
combine the guidelines for the machine piling as well as their method obtaining hand
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piling measurements. This approach resulted in a more accurate modeling due to being
able to directly weigh the smaller hand piles as opposed to Hardy’s (1996) estimation
methods. This approach was focused more on the detailed small-scale residual biomass
volume estimation. This research proves useful when estimating pile sizes and shapes
including hand piles although it did not include creating an inventory or assessing the use
of the biomass piles.

1.4.2 Pile emissions calculator – Bluesky Playground
Hardy (1996) displays guidelines for estimating slash pile burn emissions based
on several pile attributes. Burn emissions can be affected by pile dynamics such as pile
shape, soil content in the pile, source species, and packing ratio (Hardy 1996). Larkin et
al. (2009) displayed a modeling framework in which several models were utilized to
create a system to assist in estimating burning emissions and plume trajectory. This
system enables a user to use wildfire information as well as point source input such as
pile information for residual pile burns. The information supplied to the framework
allows the models to run analysis and supply trajectories and dispersion. The model
framework allows for flexible substitutions of different model integrations such as varied
fuel loading models, (CONSUME, FCCS, etc.) or trajectory models (HYSPLIT,
CALPUFF, etc.), and supports side-by-side comparisons that can be tailored to the user’s
specifications or needs. While the framework is important when assessing airshed
quality during wildfires, the BLUESKY “Playground” tool also allows for manual input
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of prescribed fire scenarios (Larkin et al. 2009; O’Neill et al. 2008). This research and
tool development is focused on the emissions from biomass burning but does not include
an initial biomass inventory nor does it assess human impacts from the emission
dispersion. This research fits the current research need of calculating emissions from a
biomass burn and Bluesky is used as an input for the current research project.
Modeling smoke from wildfire can be done by using several methods and
modeling systems. Goodrick et al. (2012) reviews the available modeling systems that
are currently being utilized. The research points out that there are four categories or
components that are involved when creating projections. These components are similar
to those considered in the afore mentioned study by Larkin et al. (2009), including burn
information inputs, smoke plume activity, and interactions within the atmosphere. The
review examines 4 main models that are used within this type of assessment including
Gaussian distribution and puff models. Goodrick et al. (2012) goes into detail
explaining the Larkin et al. (2009) Bluesky modeling framework and its ability to be
flexible with model choices although the modeling framework does not include residual
biomass inventory or assess the impacts of the emissions after dispersion.
Wiedinmyer et al. (2006) compiles a methodology of emission projections at a
regional scale. The study uses fire activity as a source for emissions by way of MODIS
satellite thermal detection.. Fire or burned biomass was approximated by the fuel source
such as forested tree cover or grassland. Percent burned was estimated by how much of
each land cover classification was designated. Nine chemical compounds were compiled
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for 2002-2004 on a daily scale for North America as well as part of Central America.
Although in part of 2002, a satellite was not providing data and had an influence on the
fires detected. This study presents a method that results in acceptable fire detection and
emission calculation with less time spent collecting fire and forest inventory. While the
research calculates emissions and dispersion, initial biomass inventory or human impacts
was not included.
Akagi et al. (2011) evaluated and calculated emission factors in order to improve
past estimates and improve current methods. The authors state that biomass burning is
the largest fine particulate contribution across the globe. This can be attributed to all
types of biomass burning from crop burning (such as oil palm plantations in Southeast
Asia) to wildfires (Akagi et al. 2011). The study goes into detail in assessing different
types of landcover across the globe (e.g. boreal, tropical) in order to calculate chemical
outputs specific to each region using past research as reference. In comparison to other
related research, this study assessed many species of chemicals but does not include an
initial biomass inventory or assess the human impacts after dispersion.
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1.4.3 Chemical transport and interaction – AIRPACT
Vaughan et al. (2004) introduced a
daily air quality monitoring system
for the Pacific Northwest using
several computer models
(www.airpact.wsu.edu). The
development of the modeling
framework was focused on
creating an air quality monitoring
system capable of supplying
information year-round on a daily
basis. The system creates hourly
PM, ozone, and other pollution
predictions including major

Figure 1. Major components of AIRPACT; Vaughan et al. 2005. Pg. 552.

point sources (such as power
plants) and accounts for emissions from vehicles, biogenic and other human caused
emissions. This expansive air quality monitoring system is an important tool that
assesses many sources of pollution and concentration prediction. Additional AIRPACT
development is continued in later research, adding other important updates including
Bluesky (Larkin et al. 2009). This initial research did not include residual pile burning
input or incorporate the impact of each chemical to humans and environments into the
24

system. Figure 1 displays the major components of the initial AIRPACT system
including wind, weather, and pollution models.
Lamb et al. (2007) reviewed the AIRPACT-3 air quality forecast system, updated
from AIRPACT-2. This updated system incorporated the Forest Service Bluesky fire
emission model (Larkin et al. 2006; O’Neill et al. 2005). The addition of the Bluesky
model enhanced the capabilities and emission predictions of AIRPACT-3. Data from the
US-EPA National Emissions Inventory 2002 in conjunction with SMOKE was used to
model other emission sources such as anthropogenic caused. Twelve-kilometer grid cells
were used and the study noted that variable vertical layers were available. The Bluesky
addition is able to provide daily fire activity through the National Interagency Fire
Center. According to the study, Bluesky can output PM, CO, NOx, and other emissions
which AIRPACT utilizes within its CMAQ. The study points out that combining these
two modeling systems yields an emission complex that gives a better understanding of
wildfire emissions impact to air quality. The study shows that NO2 addition from
wildfire emissions to the model has a significant effect on ozone calculations compared
to leaving out the wildfire emissions. While this research accounts for chemical
interaction in the atmosphere, it did not include a biomass inventory input. This researchmodeling framework was utilized as a part of the current research project due to the
geographic focus and dispersion modeling value.
Chen et al. (2008) provided an evaluation of the AIRPACT system mentioned in the
previous study. Updates to the previous version and evaluated at version 3 for
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AIRPACT, this study confirmed that the newer version had significant benefits and
sensitivity compared to previous version 2 of AIRPACT. CMAQ chemical transport
(CCTM 4.6) is used within the AIRPACT 3 system to calculate the chemical interactions
in the atmosphere. The resolution of the domain is a 12 km grid with 21 layers going
vertically into the atmosphere. Meteorological information is provided by the MM5 v.
3.7.3 Mesoscale Meteorological Model and can provide data at a scale of 4km but for this
study, the resolution was kept at 12 km. Emission modeling SMOKE was modified to
provide the specific categorical emissions such as anthropogenic and biogenic. Bluesky
modeling provided wildfire emissions and ClearSky provided data for agriculture related
emissions. The results of the study showed that the system performed well in estimating
emissions and incorporation of Bluesky burn emission modeling provided improved
performance over past versions. This research utilizes the AIRPACT system but does not
include initial biomass inventory for burning or specific human impacts from the
emissions.
Clinton et al. (2015) research study utilized GIS software and fire models to
create an estimation system tool. The author emphasized that the tool should be flexible
and able to be modified for future analysis or data updates. GIS interface was the basis of
the system and this provides the user the ability to completely access the different parts of
the system. The system outputs emissions based on vegetation type and references past
research done on emissions from certain types of vegetation. This tool provides a
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flexible input possibility and fuel source input although the tool does not input residual
slash pile amounts or create a human impact assessment.

1.5 Motivation of the study and research objectives
While useful for removing slash material, pile burning releases chemicals and
emissions into the atmosphere and the task requires attention from personnel in the forest
to reduce the risk of having the fire spread to surrounding areas. Removing the slash
material from the forest requires a cost-benefit analysis that reflects current market
prices. Current research being conducted by the Northwest Advanced Renewables
Alliance (NARA) is investigating the use of residual biomass left over after forest
operations to create biofuel. This project integrates with NARA project by developing a
method for spatially mapping human impacts from burning residual slash piles.
The literature review on slash pile burning and emissions modeling has indicated
that there are various methods in which previous research has spatially mapped burn
emissions, atmospheric chemical interaction/transport and assessed pile burning.
Although previous research shows promise in creating the necessary tools, currently there
needs to be more research conducted in the area of spatially calculating slash pile burn
emissions/chemical interactions in the atmosphere and the detailed health impacts from
biomass burnings. While there are methods of estimating the health impacts from
burning biomass in piles, there could be improvement with finer population detail, plume
projection, and potential health impacts.
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Therefore the objectives of the study are:
•

Estimate residual biomass inventory for the selected areas in Southwestern
Washington State using the Washington State Biomass Calculator.

•

Use the Bluesky Playground online tool to estimate emissions from burning
biomass piles totaling ~800,000 tons of biomass based on the results of the
Biomass Calculator.

•

Model the pile burn emissions trajectory and atmospheric interactions using
AIRPACT.

•

Use chemical concentration results of AIRPACT to calculate the human
intake of the emissions, categorize concentrations based on air quality
standards, and estimate impacted populations.

This study focuses on assessing where particulates from pile burning can travel
locally and deposit in the surrounding areas of the Pacific Northwest Region utilizing
GIS and computer modeling systems. This approach catalogs the residual pile burn areas
and uses a forest inventory model to project slash amounts for 2011. Pile burning and
chemical transport models are utilized to project plume directions and chemical
concentrations.
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CHAPTER II
Methods
2.1 Workflow of methodologies
In order to estimate the available residual biomass for an area, model burning
emissions, model pollution air interaction, calculated human intake, categorize
concentrations, and estimate impacted populations, several tools and methodologies were
integrated. Figure 2 displays the general workflow for this research where each method
result is used as an input for the next method.
There are several tools available for estimating forest inventory but for this
project, the Washington State Biomass Calculator (http://wabiomass.cfr.washington.edu/

Biomass
Calculator
Estimate the
available
biomass for
targeted
supply areas

Pile
Dimensions
Create pile
sizes (small,
medium,
large) and
assign shape
and
dimensions
based on Pield
observations

Bluesky
Playground
Tool
Enter pile
dimensions
and burn
parameters to
estimate
emissions.
Format
emission data
for estimated
biomass piles
to be burnt in
supply area

AIRPACT
Replace
automated
Bluesky
integration
with manually
formatted
Bluesky
Playground
Pile burn
emission Piles

Human Intake and
Categorization of
Concentrations

Utilize
AIRPACT
chemical
concentration
data and use
GIS methods
to calculate
human intake
of chemicals,
categorize
results by air
quality
guidelines,
and estimate
impacted
populations

Figure 2. Methodology workflow.
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(Perez-Garcia et al. 2012) was used. The biomass pile burn emissions were calculated
using the BlueSky Playground web tool (Larkin et al. 2009). The chemical
transport/interaction and plume dispersion were products of the Air Indicator Report for
Public Access and Community Tracking (AIRPACT) http://lar.wsu.edu/airpact/
(Vaughan et al. 2004).

2.2 Biomass supply assessment – Washington State Biomass Calculator
2.2.1 Area of study

Figure 3. Washington State study area with county outlines.
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The study area included 11 counties in the Western Washington State region.
These counties are located within 3 timbersheds that are used with the biomass calculator
and where the project burn pile scenarios were created. Figure 3 displays the 11 counties
in various colors and the 3 timbersheds outlined in black. Data is available statewide and
ranges from a small parcel level to the state level. For the purposes of this study, the 3
timbersheds were chosen because each timbershed contains multiple counties (county
boundaries follow timbershed boundaries) and comparisons between counties can be
communicated/interpreted easier as opposed to comparing watersheds or parcels.
Additionally, there are also numerous facilities that process wood products in that region
that can be used with the biomass scenario. The AIRPACT output grid of 4km x 4km
(~2.5 miles x ~2.5 miles) was a better fit when spatially layered over a county level, as
compared to a parcel which an AIRPACT grid cell covered many parcels.
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2.2.2 Biomass calculation
The forest biomass inventory for this project was calculated using the Washington
State Biomass Calculator that was developed as part of the Washington State Department
of Natural Resources' (DNR) Forest Biomass Supply Assessment project (Perez-Garcia et
al. 2012). Classifying the forest by aspects such as land ownership and ecosystem types
produces the biomass supply estimates. FVS methods are administered and cost
considerations (market considerations for biomass) can be applied to the volume
estimates to create an available biomass supply based on user-applied market conditions.
The biomass calculator can be accessed online http://wabiomass.cfr.washington.edu/ and

Figure 4. The Washington State Biomass Calculator online public tool. http://wabiomass.cfr.washington.edu/.
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is available to the public with customizable parameters. Parameters such as location,
management style, costs, and facilities can be adjusted to provide a flexible user
interface. This inventory was chosen because the inventory data focus on the selected
geographical area of Washington State and it provides specific estimates (such as
percentage of cable or ground yarding) needed for this study. Figure 4 displays a window
at the beginning of using the Biomass Calculator, starting with choosing a harvest model
and then continuing on to choosing other parameters.
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The inventory target area includes three timbersheds located in Western
Washington State. Figure 5 displays the chosen timbersheds; the San Juan, Lower
Skagit/Samish, and Stillaguamish. These timbersheds are identified within the Biomass
Calculator as South Puget Sound, South Coast, and Southwest and were chosen because
they are located within the projects target scope range of Southwestern Washington.

Figure 5. Washington State timbersheds used for analysis.
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The project area timbersheds include the 214 Watershed Administrative Units
(WAU), Figure 6. The WAU’s were defined by the Washington State Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) in coordination with other departments including Ecology,
Fish and Wildlife, and Indian tribes. WA state is made up of a total of 846 WAU’s with
an approximated size of about 40,000 acres. These WAUs are utilized for natural
resource management and watershed scale studies.
The mean acreage size of the 214 WAUs included in this study is 38,903 acres

Figure 6. Watershed Administrative Units (WAU) chosen for the analysis.
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Selected Parcel Ownership
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Figure 7. Selected parcel ownership totals.
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2.2.3 Calculator parameters
The Biomass Calculator parameters were
Run: Average Statewide Harvest

chosen to represent this projects target

Year: 2010-2015

years and geography, Table 3. It is

Geography: Timbershed

important to note that these parameters
were set to describe a non-specific
biomass scenario. This study was
designed to develop a method for
calculating the local impacts from biomass

Geographies: San Juan (2), Lower Skagit
/ Samish (3), Stillaguamish (5)
Facilities: Bingen: Existing, Camas:
Existing, Cosmopolis: Existing, Everett:
Existing, Hoquiam: Existing, Longview:
Existing, Mount Vernon: Existing, Port
Angeles: Existing, Port Townsend:
Existing, Tacoma: Existing, Wallula:
Existing, Winton: Existing
Cost: Low
Price: $65

burning in which the parameters could be

Max Haul Time To Facility: 120 minutes

adjusted to reflect a specific project

Reporting Fields: Timbershed
Field Options: Names

scenario. The biomass estimated in this
project is defined as treetops, branches,

Table 3. Biomass calculator parameters.

needles, and bark. The parameters used included the type of harvest model (e.g.
conservative, average, and aggressive). These harvest models have been computed using
historical harvest information from the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources (Perez-Garcia et al., 2012). An “average” harvest model was used for this
project, which means that the state harvest levels were projected to be 3 billion board feet
by 2015. The “Average” harvest model was chosen in order to provide a common or
average harvest scenario as opposed to a more aggressive harvest model. This model
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computes estimates that cover a 5 year span (ex. 2010-2015). The 5-year span for the
2010-2015 biomass totals were then divided by 5 in order to obtain a one year of biomass
volume with the scenario burn time-frame being November 2011. The geography
parameters previously described consisted of 3 timbersheds, located within the NARA
supply region. The facilities parameter included all existing processing facilities in the
state. “Existing facilities” were chosen because of the goal of obtaining a generalized
scenario without considering potential facilities. The biomass harvest cost model, which
was set to “low”, included costs for harvesting, grinding, loading, transporting, and
unloading the biomass. This “Low” cost is represented as $96 per hour for mobilization
cost, $21 per ton load/unload cost, $76 per hour for haul cost, $30 per ton for timber
harvest cost (“Washington State Biomass Calculator User Manual,” 2012). “Low” costs
were chosen in the scenario in order to model a case where biomass collection was
applied and costs would be low. The Biomass Calculator states “harvest costs for
biomass are assumed to be $0 for all commercial timber harvests as the collection of
biomass at the roadside is a side-effect of the timber harvest”. The “Price” parameter is
the biomass price paid at collection facility and was set at a value of $65. This value was
set in order to model a generic price and could be adjusted to a specific application.
Adjusting this value would increase or decrease the amount of biomass being collected.
For example, if the value were set at $100, more biomass would be collected because of
the increased market value. The “Max Haul Time to Facility” was set at 120 minutes (2
hours). This value represents the trucking travel time going one way between the
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biomass collection location and the processing facility. A 2-hour haul time was chosen
to model a common haul time and represents an average haul time. The other parameters
“Field options” and “Reporting Fields” are not important in this study as the final data
received included those options available and was provided on a parcel size level.

2.2.4 Biomass calculator results
The biomass calculator output was imported as a spreadsheet, where each parcel
row included the year, price, facility info, WAU id, owner, percent cable and ground
yarding, and the biomass amounts available (tons). The calculator provides the scattered
biomass, roadside biomass, and marketable biomass, where 100% of the marketable
biomass and 20 % of the roadside biomass. In this study, we are assuming that future
forestry research and equipment efficiency improvement could make 20% of the roadside
marketable. The scattered biomass was not utilized in this study because emissions being
calculated are the avoided emissions of what a biomass project would be collecting and
not the total available biomass emissions. The explanation of how the inventory data was
managed is further described in the “Inventory pile calculations” section.
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2.3 Piles modeling
2.3.1 Field data collection
Field observations were conducted at various forest harvest and residual piling
sites across Washington State. Figure 8 shows a large pile that was collected using a
bulldozer in the Naches, Washington area. The purpose for the field measurements was
to catalog the different types of piles for reference when creating the pile scenarios. Sites
included land owned by WA State DNR, the US Forest Service, and Tribal forests.
During the field trips, measurements of pile size were taken as well as the type of forest

Figure 8. Machine large pile 22m x 15m near Naches, WA 46° 48' 4" N 120° 58' 59'' W.
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management method used and GPS locations were noted. Depending on the harvest
method used and the terrain, pile specifics such as size and shape varied. Burnt piles
were also evaluated to determine what percentage of the biomass was burned, Figure 9.
Hand piling sites were also visited and recorded. These smaller sized piles were often the
results of thinning practices as a part of forest management plans. The hand piles were
recorded and a single pile burn emission was calculated although the final emissions
results for the study did not include hand piles. On the following page, Figure 10
displays an example of a hand pile that was located near Naches, Washington. The study
was focused on the mechanical pile emissions and impacts but future work could be
easily designed to include hand piles.
While observing the various types of burn piles, it was apparent that certain
characteristics were common among the types of harvest operations. Cable yarding

Figure 9. Large burned pile near Cle Elum, WA 47° 19' 26.55" N 120° 42' 22.47" W.
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operations often produced larger sized piles, because the material was brought or
“funneled” to a central point or landing. Cable yarding is used for high slope harvest
areas. A ground-based harvest operation often has less slope and it is easier to maneuver
equipment around the harvest area. How the piles were made influenced the amount of
soil that was introduced. Piles created by mechanical equipment are often contaminated
with more soil due to the act of pushing the residual material into piles. The amount of
soil contained in a burn pile (% in Bluesky Playground) is important as it affects the burn
characteristics. It is important to note that the pile information gathered from the site
visits was meant to act as a reference when preparing the pile burn scenarios.

Figure 10. Thinning small hand pile 1.25m x 1.25m near Naches, WA 46° 39' 25.18" N 121° 9' 26.87'' W.
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2.3.2 Definition of pile categories
Residual pile shapes and sizes vary
across the state of Washington. In order to
develop a scenario that would be able to
cover the broad range of piles, categories
of pile shapes and sizes were created. The
Forest Service Bluesky Playground (Larkin
et al., 2009) integrated burn pile calculator
was utilized to input specific pile
parameters. The outputs include biomass
weight per pile, emissions generated from
burning, and PM2.5 spatial dispersion
modeling. Based on the weight per pile

Figure 11. Pile shapes from Hardy (1996).

output, different pile categories and amounts
can be chosen in order to reach the desired biomass burn for target area. Figure 11
displays initial research by Hardy (1996) displaying various burn pile shapes that occur
during piling procedures. These pile shapes form the basis of the shapes decided for this
research project.
The burn pile size and shape categories were chosen in order to cover the broad
range of residual pile scenarios encountered across the Pacific Northwest landscape.
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Category

Large

Large

Medium

Medium

Medium

Small

Small

Small-Hand

Shape

Half Ellipsoid

Cone w/ Rounded

Half Ellipsoid

Cone w/ Rounded

Paraboloid

Half Sphere

Half Ellipsoid

Paraboloid

Size (ft)
tons/pile

W=50 H=25 L=60

W1= 20 L=65 W2=40

W=30 H=20 L=40

W1= 20 L=45 W2=25

W=40 H=20

H=15

W=20 H=20 L=30

H=3.5 W=3

62.5 tons/pile

52.91 tons/pile

20 tons/pile

19.22 tons/pile

20 tons/pile

11.25 tons/pile

10 tons/pile

Lat
Long
File Name
Date of Dispersion Run
Date of Run Creation

46.801111
46.67
46.82
46.75
46.67
46.43
46.59
46.79
-120.983056
-122.61
-123.51
-123.53
-123.34
-123.7
-123.46
-123.37
LargeHEpile
LargeCRpile
MediumHEpile
MediumCRpile
MediumPbpile SmallHSpile
SmallHEpile
SmallPBhandpile
10_01_2015
10_02_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015 10_04_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015
10_01_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015 10_04_2015
10_04_2015
10_04_2015

0.06 tons/pile

Other Parameters:

Table 4. Machine-Piled
Pile categories with their dimensions, dates of run, coordinates, and shapes as entered in Bluesky
Packing Ratio= 10% (use 10 or 20% for piles with logs <10in dia.)
Playground
tool.Dirty (0-10%)
Pile Quality=
Composition= Dfir
Timing Input 10am-6pm
Consumption= 90%

Residual pile research was conducted during the summer of 2014 and included visits to
Meteorology DataPacific
Source
Northwest
(HYSPLIT)
4-km (9/1/2011-present)

Length 1 day
the CleRunElum
Forest District, the Naches District, and the Yakama Reservation. The

areas visited included different types of residual piles of varying sizes including both
machine and hand piles. The piles assessed ranged from small hand piles (~6ft diameter)
to large machine piles (~60ft diameter). Different shapes of piles were also evaluated.
The shapes of the residual piles were paired with the size of the pile and the type of
harvest/treatment. The varying pile sizes were used to create different pile groups and
weights estimated by the integrated Bluesky pile calculator; 2 large (~50-60 tons/pile), 3
medium (~20 tons/pile), 2 small (10 tons/pile) and 1 small hand pile size (~.05 tons/pile).
An additional pile size was added with the characteristics of a small hand pile often seen
with thinning treatments.
Pile size and shape can be greatly influenced by the type of harvest or forest
treatment method. Cable yarding is often used where slope is too great for wheeled or
tracked machines to navigate safely. If there is a substantial amount of slope in the area,
cable yarding may be the method of choice. In a cable yarding scenario, there may be
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little room for maneuvering residual biomass due to limited landing space. This often
results in piles that are more oval or elongated in shape. The chosen shape of half
ellipsoid was a common shape seen in the varying pile sizes during the site visits.
In the study, emissions of other shapes in the size categories were created with
Bluesky Playground tool (Cone rounded ends, paraboloid, and half sphere) but the
biomass inventory distribution only utilized the half ellipsoid shape. A half ellipsoid
shape was observed during fieldwork as the most common shape for the slash piles. A
small pile size was added in the pile categories to simulate a forest management practice
such as thinning. It is important to note that the pile parameters were set to describe a
generalized pile scenario that could be adjusted to represent a certain application. This
study is designed to develop a method for calculating the local impacts from biomass
burning in which these pile dimensions could be adjusted to a specific project scenario.
Table 4 displays each pile category and size along with the dimensions and other
parameters that are required by the Bluesky Playground online tool.

2.4 Pile emissions calculation – Bluesky Playground online tool
The BlueSky Playground web tool http://playground.airfire.org (Larkin et al.
2009) is a web-based tool that provides the ability to calculate emissions and plume
trajectory for wildfire, broadcast burns, and pile burns. This online tool provides basic
customizations and is a smaller, publicly accessible application version of the full
Bluesky system. For burning a pile, the fuels, consumption, and emissions are calculated
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using the Consume model. Within the Bluesky Playground online tool, emissions were
calculated using the default pile burn emission model FEPS (Fire Emission Production
Simulator). FEPS model that is utilized by Bluesky calculates the emissions CO, CO2,
CH4, and PM2.5.

2.4.1 Slash piles emissions calculation using Bluesky Playground tool

Figure 12. Forest Service Bluesky Playground web tool. http://www.airfire.org/data/playground/.

While there are numerous models available to simulate smoke emissions, a
special tool was needed in order to simulate emissions from different pile shapes. Pile
burning varies from other types of biomass burning in that mechanically created piles can
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have dense biomass compaction compared to a broadcast burn or a wildfire. Another
characteristic that makes residual biomass pile burning emissions unique is that a pile
may contain soil that was a result of the piling method. The Bluesky Playground” tool
http://www.airfire.org/data/playground/ (Larkin et al. 2009) was used in this study to
determine pile-burning emissions, Figure 12. The purpose of this was to calculate the
emissions from burning one pile of each of the designated pile categories. The results
produce the estimated pile emissions from burning each type of pile. The parameters
input into the tool were based on the pile site observations and a literature review. The
web tool allowed for user tailored pile specifics such as shape, packing ratio, soil content
and composition. These pile specifics were determined based on field observations and

Figure 13. Bluesky Playground online tool emissions page.
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the forest inventory information for the area. The consumption rate was also chosen
based upon the field observations and common practice. The Playground online tool, by
default, generated the emissions results for the following chemicals, carbon monoxide
(CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), greenhouse gases (GHGs), particulate
matter (PM), particulate matter <2.5 micrometer (PM2.5), particulate matter <10
micrometer (PM10), and non-methane hydrocarbon (NMHC). Figure 13 displays the
online tool tabs and an example of the emission results for one pile burn.
The Playground web tool provides results for emissions calculations and also
PM2.5 dispersion plumes. The particulate matter dispersion is output as a KMZ file that
can be uploaded to Google Earth. For this analysis, the tools plume dispersion data was
not utilized because the atmospheric interactions were modeled later using AIRPACT.
A pile from each pile category was separately input into the Bluesky Playground
tool to compute the emissions per pile. Each pile was assigned a latitude and longitude
that as its descriptor because the Bluesky Playground tool does not store user added file
names. In order to distinguish the pile burns from each run, the coordinates were used to
locate each pile burn even though these coordinates were not used in the analysis. The
parameters chosen in the playground tool were kept the same for all the pile burns
(except their size/shape). Parameters chosen include machined a piled category of
emissions as well as hand pile category. The packing ratio was set at 10% and pile
quality was set at “Dirty” (0-10%) soil. The soil parameter was set at “dirty” because the
machine piles visited in the field often contained substantial amounts of soil due to the
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machine piling method. The species composition was listed as Douglas-fir. During the
fieldwork, it was commonly seen that some amount of slash material was left over after a
pile burn so the consumption was set at 90%.

2.4.2 Bluesky Playground tool emissions results
The different pile categories and sizes were “burnt” in the Bluesky Playground
online web tool. Personnel at the Pacific Wildland Fire Sciences Laboratory provided the
raw output files as spreadsheets. Each pile burn was provided with an “emissions” file
and a “locations” file. The emissions file contains hourly emissions for different kinds of
burning stages such as flaming and smoldering. The “locations” file contained the spatial
coordinates and total emissions for each burn. These files were manually formatted to
contain all of the burns in the scenario so that a single AIRPACT computer model run
could be initiated instead of numerous single pile burn runs. Each of the results within
the ladder of methods was used as an input for the last files for AIRPACT.
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2.4.3 Inventory pile locations
The pile burn scenarios were modeled within 3 timbersheds and each biomass
pile burn was placed within a Watershed Administrative Unit (WAU). Bluesky
Playground tool and AIRPACT require location coordinates for the pile burns. The
project scenarios are not of actual burns but of modeled burns, so locations for the inputs
were created in ArcMap from the center of each WAU area.
Within ArcMap, each of the WAU polygon shape files were converted to a point

Figure 14. Map showing polygon centroid points.
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by using the “Feature to Point” tool with the “inside” option checked. This tool uses a
center of gravity-based algorithm to compute points inside a polygon. The resulting layer
is the centroids of the WAUs layer as point features. The centroid points are then used
with the “calculate geometry” function to generate the X and Y coordinates of the points.
Figure 14 shows a map with the newly created centroid points. The resulting layer has
the state WAU units with the centroid points and the corresponding XY coordinates in
the attribute table.

2.4.4 Inventory pile locations results
OBJECTID Latitude
Longitude
WAU_ID WAU_CD WAU_NM
WAU_ACRES
WAU_UPLAND
1
47.60940
-123.01400
233
160205 WAKETICKEH CREEK
20462.90
16304.20
2
47.58110
-122.71100
220
150108 CHICO CREEK
18286.60
15406.70
3
47.52800
-124.06400
288
210211 SALMON RIVER
20405.70
20405.70
4
47.46970
-122.98700
223
150201 GREAT BEND
63530.80
55124.90
5
47.57280
-124.19500
290
210213 LOWER QUEETS RIVER
48992.20
44077.00
6
47.58130
-123.17500
231
160203 HAMMA HAMMA
54987.90
54398.70
7
47.52790
-123.33700
230
160109 CUSHMAN
59363.30
59363.30
8
47.51790
-123.78100
293
210305 QUINAULT LAKE
60101.30
60101.30
9
47.45080
-124.28000
298
210410 RAFT RIVER
109710.50
71594.00

Table 5. ArcMap exported table displaying example WAUs and centroid coordinates in latitude and longitude.

Using the methods previously described in the methods section, the WAU
shapefile layer was converted to a point by using the “Feature to Point” tool. The
resulting layer has the state WAU units with the centroid points and the corresponding
XY coordinates in the attribute table. Table 5 displays the centroid points within the
selected WAUs in Southwestern Washington. The layers attribute table now displays the
XY coordinate for each of the WAUs. The layer attributes are exported as a dbf table and
manually added to the locations file that is to be input into the Bluesky files. These
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coordinates are assigned to the corresponding WAU burns in the Bluesky Playground
locations file. Table 4 displays the WAU attribute file with the resulting centroid latitude
and longitude points that are used as the burn locations for each WAU.

2.5 Chemical concentration and atmospheric interaction- AIRPACT
In order to mitigate air shed regulations and reduce human health impacts from
biomass burning, assessment tools that can be tailored for a specific scenario are needed.
Slash pile burning requires pre-burning emission estimates and scheduling that reduce the
risk of sparking wildfires and overloading an air shed with smoke. Several air qualitymonitoring systems are available to assess appropriate burning timeframes and emission
estimating.
AIRPACT 4 is a model framework was used to evaluate the chemical transport
and interaction (Vaughan et al. 2004; Lamb et al. 2007). The system creates regional air
quality forecasts combining multiple models. Meteorological, emission, and chemical
grid models are included in the modeling framework and are built into the system.
Estimations of emissions are created from AIRPACT based on the source of the
emissions (e.g. point or area sources). The system provides a large list of chemical
species related to human activity related emissions as well as other sources.

2.5.1 Data formatting
The current AIRPACT system utilizes Bluesky for burn information but in order
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to input the customized pile burns, all of the previous methods tool and model results
have to be formatted for AIRPACT. Each of the initial results had to be formatted and
organized in order to achieve the project goals of estimating available residual biomass
for a single year, modeling the emissions if it is burnt in piles of various sizes/shapes, and
then input that formatted data into AIRPACT for final analysis.
The Biomass Calculator estimated residual biomass inventory for the 214
watershed administrative unit on a 5-year time scale, so the total was divided by 5 in
order to obtain one year of biomass amounts. This data was provided on a parcel level
spatial scale, which is a very fine scale. The type of harvest, which is a value of percent
of cable and ground yarding, is provided with the data as well as estimates of the roadside
and marketable biomass. The calculated biomass for each parcel was the marketable
biomass plus 20% of the roadside. The volume of biomass available from each parcel
varies and in reality, large amounts of biomass would not be burnt in a single day, either
because of emission regulations or lack of labor. To assess this issue, we decided that a
maximum of 200 tons per parcel was the maximum amount of biomass that could be
burnt daily. This decision was based on an estimate of the average biomass of each
parcel that occurs in a WAU. If the average amount of biomass per parcel in a WAU was
more than 200 tons, then additional burn days would be needed. So 1 day of burn is ≤ 200
tons per parcel, 2 days of burn ≤ 400 per parcel, 3 days of burn ≤ 600 tons per parcel.
For example, if a single WAU contained 20 parcels and had a total of 5000 tons of
biomass, then the average biomass per parcel is 250 tons. Therefore 2 burn days would
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be required for that WAU. Using this method means that WAUs with parcels that
produced more biomass required more burn days.
Our estimates showed that there were 24 WAUs that required 2 burn days and 13
WAUs that required 3 burn days. As a result, for the WAUs that required 2 burn days,
the total biomass was divided in half while for WAUs that required 3 burn days, the total
biomass was divided by 3. The amount of biomass to be burnt in each WAU is based on
how many burn days the WAU needs.
Each parcel biomass amount was then divided by the percentage of cable yarding
and ground yarding (estimated by the biomass calculator) that occurred. The resulting
estimates were tons of biomass by cable yarding and tons of biomass by ground yarding.
The biomass totals were then distributed by how many tons of each pile size category.
Based on our field observations, the biomass from cable yarding was separated into; 75%
into the “LargeHE” pile category and 25% into the “MedHE” pile category. The biomass
from ground yarding was separated into; 75% into the “MedHE” pile category and 25%
into the “SmallHE” pile category. This result suggests that cable yarding sites contain
large/medium piles and ground yarding sites contain medium/small piles. Thus, if the
area is cable yarded, then a majority of the piles will have “LargeHE” pile characteristics
(large sized and half-elliptical shaped). While, if it is mostly ground yarded, then a
majority of the piles will have “MedHE” pile characteristics (medium sized and halfelliptical). The pile percentages could be adjusted to a specific scenario for application
although for the purpose of this project, these percentages were meant to represent a
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commonly seen scenario. The results of this method produce the amount of biomass for
“LargeHe”, “MedHE”, and “SmallHE” piles per WAU burn day. Table 6 displays an
example total amount of biomass allocated to each pile size (labeled large, med, and
small) and the amount of biomass to be burnt in a WAU for day 1, 2, and 3.
The estimated emissions produced from Bluesky Playground simulation are
reported on a per pile basis. The different pile category emissions were then divided by
the pile tons of biomass in order to produce the emissions-per-ton of biomass burnt. This
emission result was then multiplied by the corresponding pile category size amount of
biomass that was previously calculated. Those 3 different emissions totals are then
summed to provide an estimate of the total emissions produced by the 3 pile types, by
WAU. These are the final pile burn emissions to be used with the AIRPACT model.
AIRPACT utilizes data produced by Bluesky but the fire data is fetched fairly
automatically by the model, so raw Bluesky Playground output files have to be manually
fire_id
Count
100106
100108
100203
100204
100205
100209
100302
100416
100417
100418
100511
100519
100601
110106
110107
110108
110109

4
5
22
25
2
13
2
42
16
68
14
30
3
10
6
2
16

Total_NARA
Large
Medium Small
VAR
887.08
442.06
370.61
74.42
2081.13
644.92
1130.9
305.31
3210.68 1195.31 1611.13
404.23
10049.2 3455.03 5233.55 1360.62
35.13
20.13
12.93
2.07
5910.66
303.5 4230.66
1376.5
23.18
8.3
11.85
3.03
5043.71 2225.06 2299.41
519.24
2426.3
450.76 1519.22
456.32
4685.09 2586.56 1789.45
309.09
2273.47
463.8
1395.9
413.77
5079.97 2609.03 2070.62
400.32
29.95
21.57
8.08
0.3
192.3
71.9
96.29
24.11
120.5
88.25
31.54
0.71
249.88
114.38
111.16
24.34
364.61
232.79
118.26
13.55

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Avg_per_Parcel Day_1
Day_2
Day_3
221.77
443.54
443.54
416.23
693.71
693.71
693.71
145.94 3210.68
401.97 3349.73 3349.73 3349.73
17.57
35.13
454.67 1970.22 1970.22 1970.22
11.59
23.18
120.09 5043.71
151.64
2426.3
68.9 4685.09
162.39 2273.47
169.33 5079.97
9.98
29.95
19.23
192.3
20.08
120.5
124.94
249.88
22.79
364.61

Table 6. Results example of the tons biomass allocated for each pile size.
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formatted to produce an input file for AIRPACT model. AIRPACT needs specific
information about the fires so that it can generate a chemical transport profile. This
information includes fire location, fire identification number, emissions from the burn,
heat produced, and the area. The location coordinates were produced using ArcMap as
previously explained. These coordinates were entered in the Bluesky Playground output
file along with the corresponding WAU identification number (ID). Therefore, each
WAU has a center point coordinate that represents the fire location or burn area. The
“fire_id” variable was edited to contain the WAU ID number and the day of the burn.
This means that if a WAU ID was 100 and it was the 1st day of burn for that WAU, the
“fire_id” was 1001. If there is a second burn day, the “fire_id” was 1002. Labeling each
fire that way made it easier to keep track of the WAU and burn day.
The heat content value was also entered in as an input for the burns in the
AIRPACT model. Since individual values were not possible, an average heat value was
assigned to the WAU pile burns. This value was the average of the heat content of the
small, medium, and large pile burns created in Bluesky Playground.

2.5.2 Burn day distribution
The burn dates were chosen from a burn period window of 29 days in November
2011. The burn month November was chosen due to the large number of pile burns that
were conducted statewide by various departments during this month. The year 2011 was
chosen based on the project goals and the data availability. As previously stated, there
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can be multiple burn days for each WAU. The burn dates started on the 1st of the month
and continued until the 29th day. To generate a random date for each WAU burn, a
random number generator assigned a day from 0-29. For each WAU that had more than
one burn day, the subsequent burn days were assigned the next consecutive days. For
example, if a WAU was assigned the 15th and it had 2 burn days, the next burn day was
assigned to the 16th. On burn days that were assigned at the end of the month, the next
burn day was assigned immediately before the first day. For example, if the WAU was
assigned the 29th of the month, then the next burn day would be the 28th.
2.5.3 AIRPACT NetCDF formatting
AIRPACT emission files were received in the NetCDF format shown in the
ArcMap window, Figure 15. This file format can be projected in ArcMap but the raw
data arrives with no spatial reference information due to the AIRPACT data extraction
methods. Before the emissions data can be analyzed and computed with other project
GIS layers, the data needs to be projected correctly. Initially, a manual method was
utilized by importing the NETCDF files into ArcMap and then the “Raster to ASCII” tool
was utilized. This converts the NETCDF to an ASCII tile to which the projection
information can be linked. The correct spatial reference information was then linked to
the ASCII file by adding the “.prj” projection file. Additionally, the ASCII file is
manually edited to include the spatial reference info such as rows, columns, cell size, and
corners. The ASCII file can now be added as a normal raster layer in ArcMap, complete
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with spatial reference information that projects correctly.

Figure 15. ArcMap properties window for the AIRPACT NetCDF layer file.
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2.5.4 AIRPACT formatting results

Figure 16. AIRPACT spatially referenced result example.

The initial AIRPACT output data in a NetCDF format was not spatially
referenced. Using the previously described methods and assigning spatial reference
system the projection is achieved. Figure 16 displays an example of a NetCDF
dispersion of NO2 concentration that has been correctly spatially referenced and is
projected across the Pacific Northwest region. The high NO2 concentration in the
Northern areas in red-yellow over the Seattle-Tacoma area. The southern high NO2
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concentration area is the Portland region. The NetCDF files were then manually
separated into chemical species and trimmed down to the state scale using the “mask”
tool within ArcMap. Figure 16 displays an AIRPACT NetCDF raster file that has been
spatially referenced and is ready for analysis.
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2.6 Human intake and categorization of concentrations
2.6.1 Producing various types of population layers
Human population densities for the study area were collected from the 2010
Census data (http://www.ofm.wa.gov/pop/geographic/tiger.asp). The population data can
be represented on different spatial scales such as county level (Figure 17) or a more
detailed level. To get a detailed representation of population in WA, census block level
data was utilized.
In order to calculate emission impacts for a population using ArcMap, it was

Figure 17. Population by county for Washington State.
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determined that the population data should be converted to the same scale and file type as
the incoming AIRPACT 4 raster files. The higher detailed census block data was chosen
for this analysis because AIRPACT 4 output resolution is at a 4km scale and the
population data can be represented at the 4km scale also. Census blocks are often much
smaller than 4x4km scale, especially in highly populated urban areas (e.g. downtown
Seattle). Figure 18 displays the census blocks in the downtown Seattle area in reference
to the AIRPACT grid. The figure shows there can be numerous census blocks within a
single AIRPACT pixel grid cell in the Seattle downtown area. Although this is a unique,
densely populated area, it demonstrates the size difference when city census blocks are

Figure 15 Map displaying downtown Seattle, WA area census block data and the AIRPACT 4km grid cell
size for comparison

Figure 18. Downtown Seattle WA AIRPACT grid blocks overlayed census blocks.
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compared to the AIRPACT 4km cell size.
The county level data was initially rasterized to the 4km AIRPACT spatial scale,
although after reviewing the layer, the county level rasterization loses population density
accuracy within a county polygon. For example, a large county may have a large
population density on one half, but the other half may be sparsely populated. In that case,
averaging population over the entire county polygon would create error in areas that
actually contain few people.
Census block level data was chosen for this project due to the level of detail the
data offers compared to county scale level. The final data output is on a 4km grid scale
(AIRPACT output detail quality) so the detailed census block data was rasterized to a
4km grid. To accomplish this, the census block polygon data was converted to point data
by creating center points for each polygon. The census points have the same attributes as
the source data including the needed population values. The point data was used to create
multiple types of population layers using different ArcMap tools. The “Points to Raster”
tool was also used to create a layer that produced results directly from census point’s
layer. This tool was then configured to sum the population attribute of each census point
into one value for each pixel that the points fall in, creating a layer with the total
population per pixel.
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2.6.2 Population rasterizing results
Figure 19 displays the results after rasterizing the census points and summing the
data. This analysis provides information that is unaffected by smoothing functions where
each pixel is a direct result of the underlying census point data. The resulting raster is
created on a person-per-pixel basis. Every block point census value that fell within each
pixel was summed and creates a total population per pixel raster layer. The western highdensity area in red-yellow represents the Seattle-Tacoma region while the eastern highdensity area represents the Spokane region.

Figure 19. 2010 Census population result using points to raster method of census blocks (people per pixel).
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2.6.3 AIRPACT data analysis
Figure 20 displays the AIRPACT PM2.5 output with the Bluesky scenario pile
additions for the date of November 29, 2011 in the southwestern region of Washington.
On that particular day, the region had a total of five pile burns, which are represented by
circular symbols in the map. As seen in the map, there are higher concentrations of PM
where the burns are located. Although some pile burn emission plumes can be observed
initially, additional analysis needs to be conducted in order to extract the emissions from
only the piles burns. Pile burn plumes can become lost in the background AIRPACT
concentrations as they are combined with emissions from other sources such as factories

Figure 20. AIRPACT PM2.5 concentrations with Bluesky pile additions November 29, 2011, Southwestern Washington.
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or vehicles.

The extraction process will be explained in the next sections.

Figure 21 displays the AIRPACT CO output with the Bluesky scenario pile
additions for the date of November 29, 2011 in south Washington. On that particular
day, the scenario had a total of five burns denoted by the circular symbols in the map.
As seen on the map, in the areas of the five burns there are slight rises in CO
concentration. As with the previous PM2.5 case, some of the CO emissions are covered
up by other pollution plumes indicating that additional extraction of the data is required.

Figure 21. AIRPACT CO concentrations with Bluesky pile additions November 29, 2011, Southwestern Washington.
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2.6.4 Pile emissions extraction
In order to determine the
emissions only from contributing pile
burns additional analysis is needed.
To extract the data, the layers are
displayed in ArcMap and the “Minus”
tool is applied. While other methods

Figure 22. Baseline CO concentrations without burn additions,
Nov. 29, 2011.

can achieve the goal of finding the
difference between layers but the
“Minus” tool method was deemed to
be the most suitable for the raster
layers.
The baseline AIRPACT data
without Bluesky input was vital in
order to find the difference. The

Figure 23. Baseline PM2.5 concentrations without burn additions,

Figures 22 (CO) and 23 (PM2.5) show

Nov. 29, 2011.

the baseline or “background” AIRPACT data without the Bluesky burn additions for
November 29, 2011 in southwestern Washington. The “Minus” tool is applied and
essentially subtracts a pixel value in the first layer from the same pixel in the 2nd layer.
This method finds the difference between two raster layers and provides the outputs as a
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new raster layer. This method was applied to the PM2.5, PM10, and CO data. The
results of this method are displayed in the results section.

2.6.5 AIRPACT pile emission extraction results

Figure 24. Result of the method for finding the difference between AIRPACT PM2.5 layers.

Figure 24 displays a map of the results obtained after using the “Minus” tool
method. The baseline or background AIRPACT daily average PM2.5 layer is subtracted
from the daily average AIRPACT PM2.5 Bluesky pile addition layer, isolating the PM2.5
emissions from the burns. The extraction process estimates the difference between the
two layers. Figure 24 shows that the PM2.5 differences range from 0-1 were generally
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observed although in the vicinity of
the pile burns, a difference of up to
33 microgram/m3 can occur.
Because the pile burns vary in the
total amount of biomass burnt, the
burn emissions vary based on the
volume burnt. An example of this
can be seen on the in Figure 25

Figure 25. Result from using "Minus" method for CO concentration.

where the western most pile burn displays a relatively low difference relative to the other
pile burns occurring on that day.
It is important to note that the emissions can travel a significant distance from the
source pile burn. In Figure 25, PM plumes of higher concentrations traveled 4-6 pixels or
approximately 12 miles away from the pile location. Lower PM concentrations traveled
over 40 miles from the pile burn source.
Figure 25 displays the results of the “Minus” tool method. The baseline or
background AIRPACT daily average CO layer was subtracted from the daily average
AIRPACT CO Bluesky pile addition layer, isolating the CO emissions from the burns.
Note that the differences are very small (<1 PPM). The small values occur because the
CO modeled concentrations are across over the entire modeled area. Although the
differences appear insignificant because of the low values, when compared to the
baseline concentrations (maximum is ~1.3PPM), there is significantly higher difference.
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CHAPTER III
Results
3.1 CO concentration from pile burning results

Table 7. CO concentration daily totals for the pile burns statewide.

Table 7 displays the final CO concentrations obtained from the pile CO extraction
methods. For the 29 days under review, the maximum value and the sum of the statewide
pixels were calculated. This is the final CO analysis as most regulations are based upon
hourly exposure levels, although the EPA has a guideline of an 8-hour measure of 9 ppm
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or less and an hour measure of 35ppm or less (EPA 2012). The additional CO emitted
by the burns appears small with the highest value pixel being modeled at 1 ppm during a
burn. Then results show that the total CO emissions (pile burn and ambient) did not
exceed the EPA guideline of 9 ppm over an 8-hour period.
Although there were other chemicals available from the output of AIRPACT,
PM2.5 was focused on as the main impacting pollutant due to the large impact to human
health and the current PM2.5 research available. Preliminary PM10 analysis was
conducted although health standards were not regularly exceeded because the health
standard thresholds for PM10 are much higher due of the lower impact that PM10 has on
human health.
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3.2 Potential human intake of particulate matter (PM) results
3.2.1 Results for Nov. 2nd of PM 10 emissions

Figure 26. Map displaying emitted PM10 for Nov. 2 pile burns.

In order to estimate the human impacts from the PM concentration AIRPACT
results (Figure 26), values were first multiplied by a human inhalation rate of 13 m3/day
(EPA 1997; Huijbregts et al. 2015) that reflect an average concentration of PM that can
be inhaled by a person daily. The final step was to multiply the PM inhalation layer by
the population density layer to obtain the potential intake of PM10 result. The pile burns
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Table 8. Table showing the piled biomass amounts to be burnt on November 2nd.

on Nov. 2nd are represented as black dots while the burns from Nov. 1st are represented as
larger orange dots in order to show where the previous days burns occur. Lower
concentrations of PM emissions are represented by the pixels in shades of green, yellow,
orange, and red. Higher concentrations of PM emissions are represented by shades of
white, pink and blue. On Nov 2nd, 33,728 tons of residual biomass was burnt (Table 8).
Table 8 includes the WAU name and size as well as the amount of biomass for each pile
size.
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The results of combing the PM10 inhalation data and the population density data
are displayed in Figure 27. The PM10 concentrations that impact higher densities of
people are represented by the green, yellow, orange, and red colored pixels. Lower
impacted populations are represented by the white, pink and blue colored pixels. In order
to estimate the total amount of PM for the entire day, the pixels were summed in ArcMap
and exported as .dbf tables. This process of combining daily rasters with the population

Figure 27. Map displaying PM10 potentially inhaled by the population for November 2nd.
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layer and to generate total PM tables was conducted for the entire 29 days of pile burns
for both PM10 and PM2.5. On the day of November 2nd, the total amount of PM10 to
which the population was exposed totaled in 23,446,113 micrograms (Table 9). The
“Burn Day” value of 306 represents the day of the year and the “Max” value of 484,015
micrograms represents the maximum PM pixel value that occurred in the raster.

Table 9. Burn date and the associated final sum of PM10 that can potentially be inhaled by the state
population.
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3.2.2 Result example Nov. 13th PM2.5

Figure 28. Map displaying PM2.5 for November 13th.

Figure 28 displays another example of the PM emissions analysis. The
PM2.5 concentrations for the day of November 13th is shown in Figure 28 with higher
concentrations of PM2.5 emissions shown as pixels in shades of green, yellow, orange,
and red. Lower concentrations of PM2.5 emissions are represented by the red and gray
colored pixels. The orange dots represent the pile burn locations for November 13th.
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Table 10. Table showing the amount of biomass to be burnt of each pile on Nov. 13th.

The analysis shows that on Nov. 13th, 26,541 tons of residual biomass was burnt,
Table 10. The results include the watershed administrative unit name and size as well as
the amount of biomass in each pile size.
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The results obtained by multiplying the November 13th PM2.5 inhalation data
with the population density data are displayed in Figure 29. Concentrations of PM2.5
emissions that impact a higher density of people are represented by the shades of green,
yellow, orange, and red colored pixels. Lower impacted populations are shown in the
white, pink and blue colored pixels. The results clearly show that t was more PM2.5
being potentially inhaled by people around the Seattle region, due to the larger density of
people in the region as well as the higher concentration of PM2.5 in the atmosphere.

Figure 29. Map displaying PM2.5 potentially inhaled by the population for November 13th.
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Table 11. Burn date and the associated final sum of PM2.5 to be inhaled by the state population.

On the day of November 13th, the total amount of PM2.5 exposure to the
population in the region was 19,309,572 micrograms, Table 11. The “Burn Day” value
of 317 represents the day of the year and the “Max” value of 1,324,449 represents the
maximum PM2.5 exposure that occurred in the raster.
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3.2.3 Results for the statewide potential intake totals for PM
Table 12 displays the estimate of the PM10 human intake maximum value and the
total potential exposure for the state each day.

Table 12. PM10 potential intake totals for the state for the 29-day burn.
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Table 13 displays the estimate of the PM2.5 human intake maximum value and
the total potential exposure of the state each day.

Table 13. PM2.5 potential intake totals for the state for the 29-day burn.
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3.3 Concentration results and air quality standards
3.3.1 WHO annual standards

Figure 30. 29-day average values for the burn period and the air quality annual guidelines.

PM concentration results were compared to EPA and WHO air quality long-term
annual guidelines based on the 29-day average during the burn period. The average
concentrations are based on the scenario pile burns and the modeled ambient air quality.
Figure 30 displays the 29-day average for PM2.5 where concentrations exceeded the EPA
annual guideline of 12 micrograms per cubic meter and the WHO long-term guideline of
10 micrograms per cubic meter. The poor air quality shown in Figure 30 around the more
highly populated Seattle, Tacoma, and Portland regions is related more to other sources
such as vehicles and industry, although the scenario pile burns do contribute to the poor
air quality but mainly have a higher impact on a daily basis instead of averaged over the
burn period.
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3.3.2 Side-by-Side Baseline and Pile Comparison
Maps were created for several days that include the days “Baseline” or ambient
PM2.5 concentrations (without pile burns) and the pile burns with the baseline data. The
PM2.5 values were categorized into ranges from 0-10 µg /m3, 10-15, 15-25, 25-35.5
(WHO guideline), 35-55.4 (EPA “Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups” guideline), 55.5150.4 (EPA “Unhealthy” guideline). Classifying the PM2.5 values into categories
created a better visual result for displaying areas where poor air quality occurred. The
comparison between the 2 sets of data show where the additional emissions from pile
burns contributed to the PM2.5 concentrations in the region. The dots in Figure 31 on the
represent pile burn locations and the black arrows point to various areas where pile burns
occurred and sometimes increased the pixel values into the next higher category. The
areas where the arrows point display concentrations where the PM has increased due to
the additional pile burn emissions. The following Figures 31-35 are examples of the
side-by-side comparisons.
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Figure 31. Maps displaying baseline and piles concentrations categorized by air quality guidelines (Nov. 1).
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Figure 32. Maps displaying baseline and piles concentrations categorized by air quality guidelines (Nov. 7).
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Figure 33. Maps displaying baseline and piles concentrations categorized by air quality guidelines
(Nov. 20).
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Figure 36 Maps displaying baseline and piles concentrations categorized by air quality
guidelines (Nov. 28)

Figure 34. Maps displaying baseline and piles concentrations categorized by air quality
guidelines (Nov. 28).
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Figure 35. Maps displaying baseline and piles concentrations categorized by air quality
guidelines (Nov. 29).
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Figure 32 depicts the results for November 7th and there are several areas where
pixel categories are increased due to the additional pile burns. The blue and purple dots
represent the two previous days burn locations in a case where the PM2.5 emissions from
large pile burns were still lingering.
Figure 33 displays another example of the PM concentrations for a different day,
November 20th. While there was no pile burns located near the more densely populated
regions, the analysis found several areas where there were slight decreases in air quality.
Figure 34 is another comparison example of PM2.5 concentrations for November
28th. There are some areas of higher concentration where there is a pile burn but if the
concentrations were not above the lowest threshold, no values are shown.
Figure 35 is the last example of comparisons for PM2.5 concentrations for
November 29th. The arrows point to pixel areas where changes were apparent between
the two data layers.
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Table 14. Chart showing the daily maximum daily average values statewide and the air quality
guidelines.
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Table 14 displays the days where the PM2.5 maximum value exceeded an air
quality guideline and the corresponding day of only the baseline/ambient max value. A
maximum daily average value is the highest pixel value occurring anywhere in the state
during that day. Days when the total (baseline + prescribed burn) ambient 24 hours
pm2.5 average is greater than:
•

25 microgram/cubic meter (WHO guideline)
Exceeded 28 out of 29 days

•

35.5 microgram/cubic meter (US EPA guideline “Unhealthy for Sensitive
Groups”)
Exceeded 23 out of 29 days

•

55.5 microgram/cubic meter (US EPA guideline “Unhealthy”)
Exceeded 13 out of 29 days

•

150.5 microgram/cubic meter (US EPA guideline “Very Unhealthy”)
Exceeded 2 out of 29 days

•

250.5 microgram/cubic meter (US EPA guideline “Hazardous”)
Exceeded 1 out of 29 days
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The table data that was shown previously is portrayed in Figure 36 as a chart.
The green line displays the baseline/ambient concentrations over the 29-day period. The
red line shows the values of the baseline data in addition to the pile burn emissions. The
WHO guideline of 25 micrograms per cubic meter is shown as a thin purple line and the
EPA guideline of 35.5 micrograms per cubic meter “unhealthy for sensitive groups” is
shown as a thin orange line. Shown in Figure 36, the pile burn and baseline maximum
values can be significantly higher than the initial EPA and WHO guidelines.

Figure 36. Chart displaying the previous table maximum values of the baseline and the pile burns and EPA/WHO
initial guidelines.
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3.3.3 Impacted Populations

Figure 37. Impacted populations by baseline shown in orange pixels and additional impacted
populations as a result of pile burns shown in red pixels.
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For the final result, the populations that are impacted daily by the pile burns was
calculated.

Figure 37 displays populations that were impacted daily by a concentration

of PM2.5 greater than 25µg/m³. The population that was impact by the baseline or
ambient PM2.5 is displayed by orange colored pixels. The additional population that was
impacted daily by the added pile burns is represented as red colored pixels. Some areas
will have a larger number of additional impacted populations due to the densely
populated area.
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Table 15. Impacted populations by baseline per day and additional impacted populations per day as a result of pile
burns. Corresponding daily pile burn amounts are listed.
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Table 15 displays the daily population totals of the PM2.5 impacted populations
for the state. The impacted population is a population data pixel that occurs where a
PM2.5 concentration pixel greater than 25µg/m³. Shown in Table 15, there were
numerous amounts of impacted populations as a result from the baseline PM2.5
concentrations, due to mostly anthropogenic sources. The “additional people affected by
the pile burns per day” column shows the difference between the baseline and the pile
burn impacted populations. The result also shows there are multiple days where there are
less than 100 additional daily impacted people due to pile burns. This can be due to low
concentrations of PM2.5 initially emitted or the emissions concentrations above 25µg/m³
are not occurring in a densely populated area.

Shown in Table 15, when the PM2.5

concentrations occur over highly populated areas, thousands of additional people can be
affected per day by a PM2.5 concentration that exceeds the WHO guideline of 25µg/m³.
3 days of burn on the 7th, 28th, and 29th account for 80% of the additional impacted
populations per day for the whole burn period. The largest amounts of biomass burnt did
not occur on these days but the higher concentrations of emissions were transported to
more densely populated areas, impacting more people.
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CHAPTER IV
Discussion and conclusion
4.1 Discussion and conclusion
This method for calculating the emissions and impact of residual pile burning on a
local scale involves many types of data and modeling systems, which are essential to
reach the final results. Each of the research methodologies yields singular results that
build up to the final result of concentrations, potential human intake, and impacted
populations. While there are several types of models that contribute to one of the results
in this research, a combination of models and the results that are created is the primary
goal. Each of the individual methods in this research has a brief discussion of the
singular results but the final results culminate into an expansive assessment of pile
burning and the emissions involved.

Adding the human population element to the air quality assessment on the same
fine scale is an important additive. While the air quality may already be poor in densely
populated regions with more sources of pollution, there may not be an affected
population in the area. The results showing the amount of PM that the population
breathes in is important because it calculates intake of PM on a 4km by 4km scale. This
fine scale shows importance because the way that air pollution behaves, often following
geographical features and weather patterns. The results show that a county may have a
mountain range on one side with low population, while the other side is a valley with
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dense population, more people can be affected if the emissions flow through a denser
population. The results show an estimated total amount of PM that might be inhaled by
an underlying population, calculated on the same 4km scale. These results can be more
practical than other methodologies due to addressing the unique behavior of air pollution
and the population density of a region.

It is widely known that biomass burning emits harmful air pollutants that can be
transported in the atmosphere. Relating this information spatially and in combination
with other types of data such as air chemistry interaction and affected population remains
the issue. The final results of this research display how more PM emissions from pile
burning are added to the atmosphere, where the plumes travel, how many people are
affected in its path and other information such as how many more peaks in bad air quality
can occur in combination with poor ambient air quality. The side-by-side comparison
shows that the addition of pile burns to the region can significantly decrease air quality
daily and increase the PM concentrations into the next poor air quality category,
exceeding health standards.

The results also show that the addition of the scenario pile burns combined with
the ambient air quality can influence the chance of exceeding air quality standards. PM
estimates exceeded the WHO air quality standards and EPA air quality standards on
many days. Some days the values climbed into the very unhealthy category and had the
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potential to be very detrimental to human health.

These results send a message that

represents how much PM from biomass burning and other sources can potentially be
inhaled causing illness and shortening life spans. Alternative uses of this biomass
material could reduce PM human intake and reduce health issues that reach populations
much further away than just in the burn vicinity.

This research estimates the potential impacts of pile burning on humans and
displays how pile burning emissions can impact an airshed. This information can be used
to influence and inform officials of the impacts of pile burning so that better policies can
be implemented. Better airshed management will require policy changes in order to
address the sources of pollution. Creating more strict regulations for air pollution sources
such as industries can be difficult, so time may be better invested in developing
infrastructure for practices such as biomass conversion into biofuel. Addressing the other
sources of air pollution such as wildfires and biomass pile burning may prove to be a
better way to improve an airshed. Investing in more forest management practices and
alternative uses of biomass (e.g. biofuel conversion) could reduce impacts to human
health and the environment.

4.2 Limitations and recommendations
Further assessment should be implemented to influence policy and air quality
standards. Sensitive population areas such as hospitals and schools could be a part of
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future research in order to break down population into a finer scale. More species of
chemicals could be assessed also in future research in order to add to the potential impact
to human health. Application of this method to other regions would be beneficial to get a
better idea of how pile burning affects populations in other parts of the country. Several
computer models were utilized and assumptions were inherited, but this research is about
creating a method using the available tools and models.
The research presented produces results that put biomass burning emissions into
perspective, showing that PM can travel far away from a pile burn. Plume direction and
chemical fate is influenced by weather, geographical features, burn amount, and burn
location. Calculating the impact of biomass burning will need to continue to improve and
become more precise in order to change policies and regulations, adapting to the
changing climate conditions.
The results show that significant amounts of particulate matter are added to the
airshed from biomass burning and not only have impacts to human health, but can
possibly have an economic impact to a community. Future research should include
assessments of the economic impacts that biomass burning can do a community such as
reducing tourist visitation or create travel restrictions.
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APPENDIX
PM2.5 baseline + pile burn emissions daily

PM2.5 Nov. 1

PM2.5 Nov. 2

PM2.5 Nov. 3

PM2.5 Nov. 4

PM2.5 Nov. 5

PM2.5 Nov. 6

PM2.5 Nov. 7

PM2.5 Nov. 8

PM2.5 Nov. 9
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PM2.5 Nov. 10

PM2.5 Nov. 11

PM2.5 Nov. 12

PM2.5 Nov. 13

PM2.5 Nov. 14

PM2.5 Nov. 15

PM2.5 Nov. 16

PM2.5 Nov. 17

PM2.5 Nov. 18
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PM2.5 Nov. 19

PM2.5 Nov. 20

PM2.5 Nov. 21

PM2.5 Nov. 22

PM2.5 Nov. 23

PM2.5 Nov. 24

PM2.5 Nov. 25

PM2.5 Nov. 26

PM2.5 Nov. 27
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PM2.5 Nov. 28

PM2.5 Nov. 29
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